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Abstract: This paper presents a scheme for the improvement of lifetime in an event driven wireless sensor network
(WSN). The lifetime of the sensor network can be optimized by proper deployment of sensor nodes in a given
region. Several works have been done on energy efficent
deployment of sensor nodes, but still it is challengeable
to design an energy efficient sensor networks by optimal
deployment of sensor nodes based on distribution of occurance of events. In the proposed scheme, the sensor nodes
are deployed over the region in accordance to the statistics of occurrence of events, where the lifetime is extended
using the proper combination of multi-hop and singlehop communications. Finally, the analysis is investigated
through various numerical results and the corresponding
performance is measured under the specified values of various parameters.
Keywords: Event driven wireless sensor network, lifetime,
residual energy, singel-hop, multi-hop, poisson distribution.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is one of the emerging field with proliferation in Micro-Electro-Mechanical
Systems (MEMS) resulting in reduction in hardware size
and its cost. It has numerous applications in various fields
like defence surveillances, animal movement detection,
inventory monitoring, traffic controlling, etc. [1]. Sensor
networks can be categorized based on data collection which
are: (i) demand driven network, (ii) data gathering network,
and (iii) event driven network [2]. Data gathering sensor
network collects data at regular intervals, but the demand
driven sensor network accumulates it based on requirement
and event driven sensor network collects the data when an
event occours. Due to deployment in adverse environment,
the replenishment of battery resources in sensor networks
becomes impractical. Therefore, it motivates us to design
an energy efficient sensor network for maximizing its lifetime [3]. The definition of survival of a sensor network
is based on threshold fraction of sensor nodes alive while
doing communications [4],[5]. In our proposed framework,
the network exists till the survival of a single sensor node.
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Literature Review

In [6], a LEACH protocol has been proposed in which the
whole region is divided into clusters and each cluster randomly selects a CH whereas EECED has been proposed
in [7], where the selection of CH is based on residual energy
over the nodes. PEGASIS uses a dynamic chain formation
for the energy efficient traffic flow [8]. Another protocol
which is known as MICRO is a hybrid of LEACH and
PEGASIS in which a cluster formation is used to distribute
the computational and storage overhead over the nodes
and chain formation is acomplished for the efficient data
flow [9]. The above literatures discourse about the event
driven sensor network but the distribution of occourance
of events has not been considered.
Authors in [10], minimize the energy cost by optimal
deployment using Voronoi Diagram based on maximum
data transfer in minimum hopping. Based on density of
deployed sensor nodes, the lifetime is maximized by optimizing the transmission radius [11]. In [12], the energy
efficient selection of sensor nodes is based on residual
energy across the network. Using most energy-balanced
distance and most energy-efficient distance, an optimal
transmission strategy has been proposed in uniformaly
deployed sensor nodes [13]. Maximizing the lifetime by
optimizing the transmission radius as well as relocating
the mobile sink has been demonstrated in [14]. A hybrid
multihop routing protocol (HYMN) is a hybrid of two multihop communications based on transmission radius and
data aggregation [15]. In [16], the authors have found the
optimal equal internode distances for optimizing the lifetime of the sensor networks whereas an unequal optimal
internode distance of sensor nodes deployed in a linear
array has been evaluated in [17]. Authors in [10], [11],
[12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17] have designed the energy
efficient data gathering sensor networks, but to our best
knowledge, the distribution of occurance of events in event
driven sensor networks has not been investigated.

divided into hexagonal cells without any coverage hole.
Further, the cluster is divided into different tiers as shown
in Fig. 1. Each cell over the region has a CH, where the data
is collected by a mobile sink. In our experimental framework, we have not taken the energy constraint over the CHs
and the mobile sink. A sensor node detects an event when it
occurs within the sensing radius Rs of the sensor node [18],
where it is assumed that each sensor node has equal sensing radius. If an event lie in the sensing radius of the more
than one sensor, then it is detected by that sensor where the
signal strength is strongest.

FIGURE 1. A hexagonal cluster with different tiers associated with linearly deployed sensor nodes.

As the distribution of occurance of events can be well
modeled by Poisson distribution [19], we assume that the
distribution of occurance of events in different sub-regions
is Poisson with different mean and variance values.
Energy Model

The energy consumption model in different nodes has been
portrayed in Fig. 2 [17], where the energy dissipations in
transmission and reception of one packet respectively are
given in (1a) and (1b) as:

SYSTEM MODEL
Network Topology

We consider a region as large as the size of a small town
in order to deploy the sensor nodes for detection of various desired parameters like lightening, raining, unfortunate
accidents, etc. Like cellular networks, the whole region is

Et = ξt + ξd l η

(1a)

Er = ξr

(1b)

Here ξt and ξd l η are the energy dissipation in circuitry
of the transmitter and amplifier in successfully transmission of one packet at a distnace l in a channel with a path
loss exponent η ∈ [2, 4] whereas ξr dissipation occours
while reception of one packet by the receiver. Note that
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FIGURE 2. Energy consumption model of transceiver associated with a sensor node.

constant ξd depends on antenna gains, amplifier efficiency,
and other system variants. We also take the energy dissipation in idle state, i.e., while there is no communication
take place. If a node remains idle for an interval τid , then
ξid τid P amount of energy is dissipated, where ξid is the
idle state energy dissipation per packet duration and P is
the per packet processing rate by the radio circuitry of the
node. In next section, we propose an algorithm for energy
efficient deployment of sensor nodes, when the distribution
of occurance of events is Poisson.

PROPOSED SOLUTION METHODOLOGY

Node Placement Based on Equal Energy Consumption

We place the sensor nodes in the linear section based on
equal mean value of energy consumption over the nodes.
For k tiers in a cluster, the occurance of events in different
tiers in the linear section are denoted by random variables
E1 , E2 , · · · , Ek with mean values µE1 , µE2 , · · · , µEk , and
variances σE2 1 , σE2 2 , · · · , σE2 k . If the random variables Ri , Ti
and Tidi denote the number of packets received, transmitted and idle time spent respectively by the i th node over
the period τd , then mean value of the respective random
varialbes are given as:
⎡
⎤
k
k


 
⎣
⎦
Ej =
µEj ; 1 ≤ i ≤ k
µRi = E Ri = E
j =i+1

In this section, the proposed solution methodology is discoursed sequencially for balancing the energy over the
sensor nodes in an event driven sensor networks which is
given at a glance in Algorithm 1.

⎡



µTi = E Ri + Ei = E ⎣

k


⎤

=

k

j =i+1

µEj + µEi =

k


(2a)

Ej ⎦

j =i+1

Calculation of Random Parameters

First, we divide the whole region of interest into equal
hexagonal clusters similar to cellular network as it detects
the events without any missing holes over the region. The
clusters are further divided into different tiers as shown in
Fig. 1. The whole cluster is divided into linear sections in
which the sensor nodes have to be deployed linearly. We
take a linear section of the region and the distribution of
occurance of events, i.e. the mean value and its variance
in different tiers is evaluated with time. Based on this distribution, we calculate the mean value of transmit packets,
receive packets and the idle time τid with the assumption
that each event generate a single packet over the nodes.

j =i+1

(2b)

µEj ; 1 ≤ i ≤ k

j =i




Ti + Ri
τidi = E Tidi = E τd −
P
(2c)
µTi + µRi
; 1≤i≤k
= τd −
P
where E[·] is an expectation operator associated with its
random variable. Therefore, the mean value of total energy
consumption by i th node associated with the random
variable Ei can be expressed using (1) and (2) as:
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εi =E[Ei ] = E[ξt Ti + ξd Ti Hη + ξr Ri + ξid PTidi ]
=ξt µTi + ξd µTi hη + ξr µRi + ξid P τidi
(3)
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FIGURE 3. Distance of linearly deployed sensor nodes from the CH

where Hi is a random variable taking a value hi denotes
the internode distance between (i − 1)th and i th node as
shown in Fig. 3.
Based on equal energy consumption model, if all the
sensor nodes in the different tiers consume Ed energy over
the period τd , the internode distance between (i − 1)th and
i th node can be expressed as:

hi =

Ed − ξt µTi − ξr µRi − ξid P τid
ξd µTi

1/η

; 1≤i≤k
(4)

Using (4), the mean value of distance from the cluster head
can be expressed as:
ri =

i


hj ; 1 ≤ i ≤ k

(5)

j =1

Adjustment of Sensor Nodes in Different Tiers

Although (5) gives the location of the nodes in different tiers
according to equal energy consumption model, there may
be a case that these location my not concide with the actual
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location of the different tiers. Therefore, the location of
sensor nodes is adjusted with minimum deviation from the
obtained location from equal energy consumption model.
If internode distance between (i − 1)th and i th node, i.e.,
hi is changed by i units towards the CH, then the residual
energy Eri and its mean value εri in consumption of Ed in
each observation period τd can be expressed as:

Eri = Ed − [(ξt + ξr − 2ξid )Ti − ξt Ei + ξid (P τd + Ei )
+ ξd Ti (Hi − i )η ]

FIGURE 4. Range of different tiers with corresponding distribution of occurance of events

(6a)
εri = E[Eri ] = Ed − [(ξt + ξr − 2ξid )µTi
− ξt µEi + ξid (P τd + µEi ) + ξd µTi (hi − i )η ]
(6b)
Therefore, i can be expressed in terms of mean value of
residual energy as:
⎡
⎢
⎢
i = hi − ⎢
⎣

Ed − εri − (ξt + ξr − 2ξid )µTi + ξt µEi
−ξid (P τd + µEi )
ξd µTi

Table 1. Different parameters with their experimental values

⎤1/η
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(7)
As the mean value of residual energy is given in (6b), the
corresponding variance in residual energy can be expressed
as:
σε2ri



= (ξt + ξr − 2ξid )

2

+ ξd2 (hi

− i )

2η



k

j =i

Parameter
Packet length, B
Observation period, τd
Dealing rate of packet, P
Exponent, η
ξt
ξr
ξid
Sensing radius, Rs
Maximum radio range, Rr
Threshold Energy, Eth
Initial battery energy, E0

Value
512 bits
1 Day
1 Packet/sec
2.0
25.6 µJ /Packet
25.6 µJ /Packet
23.04 µJ /Packet
15 mJ
300 m
5.4 kJ
3 V and 0.5 A − h

2 2
σε2i = ξid
σEi

(9b)

sig

σE2 j

(8)

Nd εri −Eth
numεsig
lifetime of i th node

Hence, the i th node can further survive for
ber of cycles and corresponding
 total ⎥
⎢
⎢
⎥
E
εri − Nth ⎥
⎢
d
i
⎣
⎦.
is given as: Nd = Nd 1 +
εsig

2
+ (ξt2 + ξid
)σE2 i

Extension of Lifetime through Single Hop
Communication

Mean value of lifetime of each sensor node in equal energy
consumption model can be obtained in terms of number of
Eth
, where duration of one cycle
cycles as: Nd = E0 −
Ed
is τd in which a sensor node consume Ed unit of energy.
As discussed earlier, few nodes which are not lying in the
range of their corresponding tiers, we locate them by appropriate shifting, e.g. if i th node is shifted by i unit then εri
unit of residual energy remain in each cycle. Therefore, the
mean value of residual energy in i th node after Nd cycles
is Nd εri . The mean value of energy consumption and its
variance respectively in single-hop communication is given
as:

µEi 
i
= ξt + ξd (hi − i )η + P ξid τd −
(9a)
εsig
P

NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The default value of parameters for the obtained experimental results have been tabulated in Table 1 [17].
In our experiment, we have taken cells each of them
consist of five tiers and the range of each tier along with
Poisson distribution of occurance of events in linear section has been shown in Fig. 4. The variation of distance of
the sensor nodes from the CH with Ed according to equal
energy consumption model has been shown in Fig. 5(a).
We consider the value of Ed such that the location of the
nodes should fit in the specified range of the different tiers.
For Ed = 2.0115 Joule, the distance of the sensor nodes
from the CH are 54.25, 113.35, 182.84, 280.93 and 438.36
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(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

FIGURE 5. (a) Variation of distance of sensor nodes from the CH
with Ed , (b) Variation of residual energy with .

FIGURE 6. (a) Variance in residual energy over different nodes,

meters, respectively. Here the first two are lying in the range
of their respective tiers, but the next three are need to be
adjusted by appropriate shifting. If the three nodes are relocated at 175.45, 229.86, and 282.84 meters, then 0.004,
0.0142, and 0.0181 Joules of energy ramains in the nodes as
residual energy over the observation period τd . In Fig. 5(b),
we have depicted all possible variations of residual energy
in different nodes with shifting by decrement of internode
distance between the nodes. For a given Poisson distribution in different tiers, the corresponding negligible variance
in residual energy over different nodes has been shown in
Fig. 6(a). According to equal energy consumption model,

(b) Additional lifetime of sensor nodes using single-hop communication.

each node operates for Nd = 2685 number of days. But due
to residual energy in third, fourth and fifth node, the additional lifetime using single-hop communication has been
plotted in Fig. 6(b). The corresponding negligible variance
in energy consumption of the order of 10−8 over different nodes in single-hop communication has been shown in
Fig. 7.
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FIGURE 7. Variance in energy consumption over sensor nodes

[8]

in single-hop communication

[9]

CONCLUDING REMARKS
[10]

In this paper, an energy efficient event driven sensor network has been designed in which the sensor nodes are optimally deployed according to distribution of occurance of
events. The lifetime of the network is maximally extended
by proper combination of multi-hop and single-hop communications. The sensor nodes are optimally deployed
according to mean value of distribution of occurance of
events. Initially, they are positioned according to equal
energy consumption later followed by proper placement
for a given range of the different tiers. The investigated
numerical results give an insight that the variances in the
optimal design are negligibly small.
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